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Dear customer, 
 
Thank you for purchasing this high-quality product. Please carefully read the 
operating instructions prior to the initial operation and keep them handy for future 
reference. Please pay particular attention to the following safety information. 
 

Intended Use: 
The shredder is only suitable for shredding of paper. Any other use or modification shall be 
deemed to be improper and involves substantial risk of accidents.  
 

IMPORTANT safety measures:  

 

1. Always be sure to keep all loose objects such as e.g. clothing, ties , jewellery 

, hair  and all other small objects away from the feed slot in order to avoid 
injury.  

 
2. Disconnect the mains plug in the event the document shredder is not be used for a 

longer period of time.   

3. Remove all paper clips and staples  before inserting the paper.   

4. Always be sure to keep your fingers and hands  away from the feed slot in order to 
avoid serious injury.  

 
5. The device should be setup as close as possible to an easily accessible wall socket.  
 
6. The document shredder must always be deactivated and disconnected from the 

electrical line prior to moving, transporting and cleaning the device and prior to emptying 
the waste basket.  

 
7. Empty the waste basket frequently. Otherwise the shredder may jam. Please disconnect 

the mains plug in order to empty the basket.   

8    Attention: The document shredder is not suitable for CDs/DVDs , shredding 
cassettes resp. diskettes. 

9. Please do not leave the document shredder unattended e.g. in the event children  
or pets are nearby.  

 
10. The document shredder is only suitable for shredding paper, please do not insert any 

other materials, the paper must be dry and clean.  
  
11. Never open the casing. In the event of problems with the device, please contact our 

hotline.  
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12. The device may not be operated with a damaged power cord. 

13. Please read the manual before operating the machine . 
 
14. For indoor use only. 

15. Please do not spray any flammable gas or oil  onto this shredder, it may cause fire. 

 

Remark: For optimum results and to protect the machine, we suggest the user to operate it 

for 2 minutes and then rest 60 minutes. 

 
 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY GUIDELINES 
 
 Please disconnect the mains plug before not using the unit for a prolonged period of time! 

 In the event of damage to the mains cord, the mains plug or the device itself, please 
cease operating the device (risk of injury)! 

 Please do not attempt to repair the unit yourself!  

 Please do not overload the capacity of the socket! 

 The mains connection of the device must be freely accessible! 

 Do not modify the mains cord as it complies with the prescribed grid voltage! 

 
 
Setting up the document shredder: 
 

1. Securely mount the document shredder on a waste basket.  In the process, ensure 
that you do not catch your fingers between the top edge of the waste basket 
and the shredder.  

 

Note: Thanks to the removable arm, you may also mount the document shredder on 

other round and rectangular waste baskets. The arm is located on the left side of the 

document shredder and is suitable for waste baskets with a width of 270mm to  

340 mm. 

 
2. Connect the main plug to a standard 120volt AC socket.  

 
 

Starting the document shredder: 
Important note:  
This device is designed solely for private use in enclosed quarters and for brief 
operation not exceeding 2 minutes.  Do not use the document shredder for 
commercial applications nor outdoors. Improper use poses risk of accidents. 
 

 
The main switch has 3 positions. To start the device set the button into position “AUTO”.  
 

1. AUTO (automatic start): The shredding operation will start automatically once the 
document to be shredded is inserted in the feed slot.   The document shredder is set 
to normal operation.  Please only insert the paper EVENLY into the feed slot 
otherwise a paper jam may result.  After the paper has been fed into the shredding 
slot, the document shredder will deactivate automatically.  
 
Only insert paper into the designated feed slots! 
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2. REV (reverse operation): “ REV” make the cutting unit turn backward. With these 
function paper jams can be removed (please refer to chapter “Protection against 
paper jams and overloading”). 
 

3. OFF position is recommended when emptying the wastebasket or when the shredder 
is not in use for a prolonged period of time. 

 
 
Capacity of the document shredder: 
 
S117-A  shreds up to six (6) sheets of A4 size 75g/sqm paper. The paper width may 
comprise up to 21.8 cm. When shredding small paper sizes such as letters or credit card 
receipts, please insert them into the middle of the shredding slot.  
Please ensure that never more than the above-mentioned maximum quantity is 
inserted in the shredder.  Otherwise the device may sustain damage. 
 
 
Protection against paper jams and overloading: 
 
S117-A To protect the machine well, we suggest is equipped with a motor overload guard. 
 the user to operate it in this way: work 2 minutes then rest 60 minutes.  Under the following 
conditions, the current feed to the unit’s motor is interrupted:  
 
1. Continual operation of the document shredder with maximum capacity for a prolonged 

period of time, e.g. longer than 2 minutes without interruption.  
 

2. Overrunning the shredding capacity e.g. adding more than 6 sheets of paper (75g) in 
one operation or in the event the paper is not inserted length-wise into the feed slot.  

 
Under the above-mentioned conditions, the automatic overload guard of the motor is 
triggered, whereupon the current feed to the device is interrupted.  In such a case, please 
take the following steps: 
 
1. Disconnect the main plug from the AC socket in order to avoid the risk of serious injuries 

and wait at least 60 minutes until the overload guard has reset.  Now tear off excess 
paper from the top of the shredder or remove it.  
 

2. Reconnect the main plug to the AC socket and switch to REV.  Pull the remaining paper 
away from the shredding blades. If necessary, repeat this step. 
 

 
Technical data: 
 
Shredding type: Strip-cut 
Size of cut: 6 mm (paper) 
Shredding capacity:  6 pages DIN A4 (75g) 
Feed width:  approx. 220 mm 
Input voltage:  220-240  VAC, 50 Hz, 0.9 A 
Dimensions:  approx. 314 x 134 x 265 mm (12.36x5.28x10.43 inch)
Waste basket:  ca. 7 l (1.84 gallons) capacity 
Noise level: approx. 72 dB 
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Notice

This warranty covers only claims for material and manufacturing defects, but not for transport 
damage, worn parts or for damage to fragile components, e.g. buttons or batteries. This product 
is for domestic use only and is not intended for commercial use. The warranty is void in the case 
of abusive and improper handling, use of force and internal tampering not carried out by our 
authorized service branch.
Your statutory rights are not restricted in any way by this warranty. The warranty period is not 
extended by repairs made under the warranty. This applies also to replaced and repaired parts.

Warranty 

The warranty for this appliance is for 12 months from the date of purchase. This machine has 
been manufactured with care and meticulously examined before delivery. Please retain your 
receipt as proof of purchase. In the case of a warranty claim, please contact our customer 
service .

 




